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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Death

19-77736

Wilmart Pl

Death

19-77813

Woodlawn Dr

Narcotics

19-77807

Missing
Person Adult

19-77854

5500 E. S.R. 100
(FPCHS)
Palm Coast Pwy

Disturbance
Verbal

19-77837

Pirate Nation
Way (Matanzas
High School)

LarcenyShoplifting

19-77886

5100 E SR 100
(Target)

Male advised his nephew did not arrive to work this morning so he
went to the residence to check on him. Upon arrival, the male was
found unresponsive face down on the bed. FD pronounce the male
deceased. ME responded. Report by DS Clay.
Family member from out of town requested a welfare check on his
75 YOA cousin after not hearing from him since Saturday. Upon
arrival, Deputies found the front door unsecure. Male was found
deceased in the bathroom of the home. Male had an extensive
medical history, and the Dr. agreed to sign the death certificate. No
signs of suspicious activity. Report by DS Wallis.
D/S Alecrim notified by school staff of a student in possession of a
Vape pen containing THC oil. Civil Citation issued.
M1 walked off from Vystar while RP was inside. Fireflight
responded and assisted with searching. PAO was notified. A unit
was sent to the house and M1 was found there. She advised a good
Samaritan picked her up and drove her home. D/S Nguyen
Student caused a disturbance in the dean’s office and other parts of
the school due to school discipline; Juvenile was charged for
disruption of a school function and issued a civil citation. Juvenile
TOT to guardian, report completed by D/S Champion.
LP advised they had a juvenile male in custody reference stealing
$169.00 in merchandise and concealing it in his backpack before
attempting to exit the store. Juvenile was trespassed from the
store and issued a Civil Citation reference the offense. Juvenile
released to his mother on scene. Report by DS Rainey.

